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Vulnerability Scanning Packages
Most organizations have a number of public servers that may not be patched regularly and may
therefore be susceptible to attack. Web servers are the most commonly vulnerable systems on any
network but there are many other threats including rogue devices, malware, etc. Knowledge is power
and as such, an understanding of threats and exploits is crucial for these systems as well as
notifications of problems as they arise.
While we recommend intrusion prevention systems for immediate threats, eDrivium is also a strong
proponent of regular scans. With regular vulnerability scans, you will be able understand your where you
are at risk in order to make an informed decision around risk management.

Internal Scan - Scope of Service:

External Scan - Scope of Service:

Coverage: Internal Scan of up to 256 IPs.

Coverage: External Scan of up to 8 IPs.







Windows and UNIX vulnerability scanning
Identify shares
Identify missing patches
Identify obvious misconfigurations
Report including many fixes for vulnerabilities
reducing the amount of consulting time
required for remediation

Deliverables:
Internal scan report and recommendations
for optimization based on the findings.





Scan for open ports
Scan for services such as Telnet, HTTP, SNMP
Determine if IOS or firmware version can be
identified

Deliverables:
External scan report and recommendations.
Note: This is not a full-blown firewall review, merely
an external scan.

Cost:

Cost:

The cost for the above scan using at eDrivium’s
discretion, a commercial tool set will be $7,995 per
256 IPs.

The cost for the above scan using at eDrivium’s
discretion, a combination of tools possibly including
open-source tools: Nessus, NiKTO, Whisker, and
NMAP, and commercial tools will be $2,995 per 8
IPs.

“I am continually impressed with the creativity and efficiency eDrivium
provides in assisting us to effectively grow and manage our business!”
Carey True, Director Information Technology, Crane Supply

Providing & supporting
network security solutions
across Canada
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eDrivium Customer Sign-off
Sign-off
I the undersigned agree to proceed with eDrivium’s internal and external scan proposed to with in this document. I
further agree to the terms and conditions outlined on the reverse page of this document. I am authorized to bind
the company below (listed under “Company name” and do so within the terms and cost specified in this document.

________________________________________
Name of authorized person

______________________________
PO number

________________________________________
Signature of authorized person

______________________________
Company name

________________________________________
Title

______________________________
Desired start date

________________________________________
Date signed

______________________________
Desired completion date

Above PO number covers (please check applicable box):
Internal Scan Only
Number of IPs __________

External Scan Only
Number of IPs __________

Internal & External Scan
Number of IPs __________

Approved by (eDrivium authorized representative) _______________________________________________

Date ______________________________________________

eDrivium Corporation
"Thank you for the excellent and knowledgeable service. Your techs are great!"
Robert Welsford, IT Manager, Morrison Hershfield Consulting Engineers

Phone: 416-750-3135
Fax:
416-750-1550

